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defensive, distrustful individualism of French democracy, the
suspicion of'all authority and the hatred of all privilege. Their
strongholds were therefore the villages and smaller provincial
towns: and the basis of their party organization was the cadres
or local committees, and the lodges of Freemasonry. These
committees consisted of college professors and school teachers,
petty officials and shopkeepers, doctors and journalists,
artizans and well-to-do peasants. The comitards—the structural
basis of Halevy's Republique des Comites—chose parliamentary-
candidates, and served as active agencies at elections. But they
themselves were self-appointed and not elected. Here, again,
was a powerful force of political decentralization in French
democracy, making the Deputy, once selected and elected on
this intensely local foundation, an agent of local, provincial
interests and outlook.
Similar both in origin and spirit to the local Radical com-
mittees were the Freemasons' Lodges, whose anti-Catholic
creed was inspired by the revolutionary tradition inherited
from the eighteenth-century Deists, the pkilosopkes, and the
Jacobins themselves. The Grand Orient and the smaller Grande
Loge organizations have shared between them since 1772 the
membership of some 50,000 to 60,000 French Freemasons, and
have played an active but little recorded part in the fight of
the Radicals against Church, Army, Monarchy and big finance.
Their social basis was middle class and not proletarian.1
As the most powerful Centre party, and the organization
most deeply rooted in French national life, the Radical and
Radical-Socialist parties made themselves a normally in-
dispensable part of every governmental coalition. Their
leaders provided the greatest names in the list of Prime Minis-
ters of the Third Republic—Ferry, Combes, Clemenceau,
1 On the Radical and Radical-Socialist local committees, see es-
pecially A. Thibaudet: op. cit., pp. 135-52. On Freemasonry in
France, see Pierre Frederix: £tat des Forces en France (i 935), pp. 115-35,
152-6; Carlton J. H. Hayes: op. cit., pp. 118-23; Albert Lantoine:
Histoirc de la Pranc-Magonnerie Frangcdse (1925). For a virulent attack
on it, see A. G. Michel: La Dictoture de la Franc-Macwwerie sur la
France (1924).

